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Abstract: The content at the end of any hyperlink is subject to two phenomena: the link may break
(Link Rot) or the content at the end of the link may no longer be the same as it was when it was
created (Content Drift). Reference Rot denotes the combination of both effects. Spatial metadata
records rely on hyperlinks for indicating the location of the resources they describe. Therefore,
they are also subject to Reference Rot. This paper evaluates the presence of Reference Rot and its
impact on the 22,738 distribution URIs of 18,054 metadata records from 26 European INSPIRE spatial
data catalogues. Our Link Rot checking method detects broken links while considering the specific
requirements of spatial data services. Our Content Drift checking method uses the data format as an
indicator. It compares the data formats declared in the metadata with the actual data types returned
by the hyperlinks. Findings show that 10.41% of the distribution URIs suffer from Link Rot and at least
6.21% of records suffer from Content Drift (do not declare its distribution types correctly). Additionally,
14.94% of metadata records only contain intermediate HTML web pages as distribution URIs and
31.37% contain at least one HTML web page; thus, they cannot be accessed or checked directly.

Keywords: metadata; spatial data infrastructures; Reference Rot; Link Rot; Content Drift

1. Introduction

Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) can be defined as a coordinated approach to tech-
nologies, policies and institutional arrangements that facilitate the availability and access to
spatial data. SDIs are organized as a hierarchical network of nodes where the main techno-
logical components in each node are spatial data, metadata, middle-ware services (to locate,
visualize and download data among other purposes) and final user applications. Catalogue
services are essential as they provide the mechanism for searching and discovering its
geographic data and services [1,2].

A good example of SDI is the INSPIRE directive, an initiative to share a common
SDI across the European Union. It has the purpose of facilitating the accessibility and
interoperability of the resources whilst focusing on sustainable development. This directive
proposes a Technical Guidance (the INSPIRE Implementation Guidance) for the implementa-
tion of spatial metadata [3]. It proposes the ISO 19115 [4] as the metadata standard and
provides some restrictions on how to implement or declare any relevant information about
it. The standard describes the resource itself along with their resource distributions. Each
distribution describes a different way of accessing the same information and may differ in
format (data type), location (URI), and so forth.

An SDI relies entirely on spatial metadata [5]. The accessibility of a spatial resource
depends on a chain of requirements. If data producers do not publish their metadata
in these catalogues, users will not be able to locate any resource. However, if published
metadata contain broken links in their distribution information or point to other undesired
data, users will not be able to locate any resource. As there are no automatic checking
mechanisms, the records rely on being properly curated and maintained [6]. Therefore,
spatial metadata quality has been studied from different perspectives and frameworks by
maintainers, stakeholders, and researchers [7,8].
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The way the metadata records refer to their distribution locations, via distribution
URIs, meets the conditions outlined for being susceptible to suffering Reference Rot. Reference
Rot [9] denotes the combination of two problems: Link Rot and Content Drift. Link Rot (or
Broken Link) occurs when an URI no longer gives access to resource representations since
the resource has been moved or deleted. For example, a metadata record that has an URI
pointing to a web map service that was shut down years ago will suffer form Link Rot.
Content Drift occurs when an URI returns resource representations that do not represent the
resource that was intended to be referenced by that URI. For example, a metadata record
that describes a Web Map Service whose URI now points or redirects to a different site or
resource. Content Drift ranges from simple text corrections that change the meaning of a
sentence to all kinds of updates to the resource.

Those two phenomena have concerned different academic communities including
digital libraries managers and web experts. Previous Link Rot estimates vary dramatically
across studies (i.e., 20% of STM articles [9], 58% of web citations in Agricultural Library [10]
or 27% of American Political Science Review links [11]).

Studies about Reference Rot have focused on domains such as academic journal citations,
legal texts and digital libraries. However, the extent of Reference Rot in geospatial metadata,
to the best of our knowledge, has not been analyzed in the detail shown in this paper.

The geospatial domain has its own peculiarities, which requires the development of
a specific methodology for its analysis. All Link Rot studies mentioned before limit their
scope to basic broken hyperlink checking without analyzing the content of the responses. This
naive approach has two problems when applied to spatial metadata: (1) it does not check
if the returned content matches the expectations declared in the metadata (Content Drift)
and (2) when dealing with spatial web services, which require deeper understanding of
the geospatial protocols, it faces false positives (an accessible resource link returns an HTTP
error status) and false negatives (an inaccessible resource link does not return an HTTP
error status but an HTTP OK status).

In this paper, we made the following contributions:

1. We propose a method to study the presence of Reference Rot in Spatial Metadata Records
that considers the content of the linked resources to improve the naive Link Rot check-
ing approach, and uses its type as an indicator of Content Drift. This method can be
applied to other catalogues as well;

2. We have detected and measured the presence of Reference Rot in 18,054 metadata
records and its 22,738 distribution URIs from 26 officially registered INSPIRE Discov-
ery Services of EU and EFTA countries;

3. We have identified a lack of good practices among the publishers implementing the
ISO 19115 standard and the INSPIRE Implementation Guidance as one of the potential
causes for Content Drift.

We have limited the analysis to a static snapshot of the metadata and its resources,
taken on 1 September and 3 September 2021. Hence, we do not aim to study the evolution
of Reference Rot in a set lapse of time but its presence in a specific moment. Since the used
catalogues are the INSPIRE official Discovery Services, they are expected to have the best
quality among all the available ones. Therefore, the identified problems can be seen as
general issues affecting the spatial data access. We only use the data types as Content
Drift indicator. Therefore, any other mismatch between the metadata and the resource,
such as dates, spatial data extent and so forth, cannot be not detected. We only fetched
the partial content of the HTTP responses (the reasons are detailed in Section 4.3). This
implies that the tool we developed to guess the data types may fail with some specific
compressed files where the whole response body is needed to identify its content (more
details in Section 4.4).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we collect some related works
in Section 2. In Section 3, we analyze the multiple dimensions of the problem and the
challenges we will face. In Section 4, we describe the methodology we designed to detect
Reference Rot in spatial catalogues along with the details of the experiment. In Section 5, we
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present the results of the execution over real catalogues with a brief analysis. In Section 6
we discuss these results. Finally, we expose the conclusions and future works in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Since the early days of the Web, researchers realized that Link Rot was one of its
notorious problems [12,13]. Various studies have been conducted over time on different
corpora: web, digital libraries metadata, academic electronic journals, legal documents,
and so forth. [6,10,14–19]. First experiments reported different degrees of incidence of Link
Rot, varying from 18.3% for URIs in dermatology journals from 1999 to 2004 [18], to 81%
for three-year-old references in undergraduate term papers in 2000 [16]. The consensus at
that time was that the half-life of a hyperlink is directly correlated to its age.

Other studies focused on the causes behind the Link Rot [12,20] and concluded that
the causes are: (1) the authors and metadata curators are not aware of the risks of Link Rot
in their resources; (2) a lack of URI maintenance policies; and (3) a lack of synchronization
between authors and metadata curators.

Rajabifard et al. [21] pointed out in 2009 that creating and storing spatial datasets
and their metadata separately creates two independent collections that had to be carefully
managed and updated to keep them synchronized. At the same time, Olfat et al. [22] high-
lighted the need for automatic methods for managing metadata due to the effort involved
for administrations. However, these systems do not solve the lack of synchronization when
the referenced resource is not managed by the catalogue owner.

The literature on Content Drift began long before the term was coined when studying
the evolution and dynamics of the web content [23–28]. One of the main findings was
that some types of data are more likely to change than others. For example, HTML pages
change more frequently than PDF files.

The Hiberlink Project [29] introduced the term Reference Rot to aggregate these two
phenomena that affect the availability of linked resources: Link Rot and Content Drift. Re-
searchers associated with the project continued the studies with the new terminology [9,30].

The closest approach for measuring Reference Rot in open metadata is found in non-
spatial metadata quality assessment studies and systems. Methodologies and frameworks,
such as Open Data Portal Watch (ODPW) by Neumaier et. al [31], the Metadata Quality
Assessment (MQA) by the European Data Portal [32], and the Dataset-Service Linkage
Service by INSPIRE [33].

Both ODPW and MQA work with general purpose metadata that follow the Data
Catalogue Vocabulary (DCAT) schema [34], an RDF vocabulary designed to facilitate
interoperability between Open Data catalogues published on the web. Which means that
none of them work natively with any spatial metadata standard such as ISO 19115. ODPW
limits its analysis to metadata correctness and conformance to the standard, so it does not
perform any Reference Rot analysis. MQA does use a simple naive HTTP request to check
Link Rot from the status of the distribution hyperlinks, so it suffers from the limitations
described in Section 3. The aforementioned INSPIRE service aims to establish a relationship
between the metadata of datasets and the services that serve the same content. Unlike the
previous ones, this system works with ISO 19115 metadata. The process needs to access the
resource locations. Therefore, it finds which links are broken.

Nogueras-Iso et al. [35] conducted a study similar to this one in which they analyzed
the general purpose (non-spatial) Open Data Portal of the Spanish Government, with
22,406 records and 112,874 distributions. In this study, they performed a naive detection of
broken links and a basic comparison of declared and obtained data types, based only on
the file extensions of the resources. They found that 8.21% of analyzed URIs were broken
and only 52.61% of the resources matched their declared type.

3. Reference Rot in Geospatial Metadata

The ISO 19115 data model for describing metadata distributions allows a resource
to have zero, one or many distribution URIs. Distributions contain information about its
distributors, its online locations, and its formats. The online locations are the place where
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the access URIs are declared. The formats define the expected data types or protocols in
which the resource will be served.

Distribution Link Rot happens when the URI included in a specific distribution cannot
retrieve any content. This manifests as a connection error (i.e., invalid URI or connection
timeout) or an HTTP error status code (4XX or 5XX) and implies that the consumer will not be
able to retrieve the resource from that specific distribution URI. Overlooking Link Rot leads
not only to a detriment in the usefulness of the distribution URIs but also of the metadata
itself. Metadata Link Rot happens when the metadata only contains broken links, and the
consumer has lost all chances of obtaining the resource in any way. This broken metadata
record may have some historical or archival value, but it is useless for data sharing.

A naive approach of using a simple HTTP request for detecting Link Rot may be enough
for checking direct download links, but it may report false positives when the linked resource
is a web service endpoint that requires some specific protocol. For example, OGC web
services always require a set of mandatory parameters that are sometimes not included in
the distribution URIs. The INSPIRE Implementation Guidance suggests including full URIs
with all the needed parameters, such as GetCapabilities as a method. Despite that, we do
not consider the cases that do not follow this as broken links if they point to a working and
accessible service endpoint. In these cases, a naive HTTP request approach will wrongly
report Link Rot. Knowing the protocol allows us to create a valid URI to test the availability
of the service again.

Besides, as and OGC specification does not enforce the implementation of appropriate
HTTP response status codes, some implementations use the HTTP OK status (200) for error
responses too (i.e., service error, not available, required arguments, etc.). There are also
hyperlinks that return an empty page with an HTTP OK status. We consider this scenario
invalid as they are not serving any content. In both cases, a naive HTTP request only based
on HTTP status code will not detect the Link Rot. In this study, we will consider these
scenarios as a category of interest called Wrong OK status so we can analyze its presence as
a special type of Link Rot.

Content Drift happens when the resource retrieved by the URI does not match the
expected/declared one. This mismatch may be semantic (the content is not the expected,
changing its meaning) or syntactic (the content is not presented in the expected manner,
changing how we consume it). In this study, we will focus on the syntactic mismatches,
using the data format as an indicator for measuring this fenomenon. This way, we detect
Distribution Content Drift as a mismatch between the expected resource format and the real
one found in the URI. Metadata Content Drift happens when none of the declared formats is
found on any of the distributions.

ISO 19115 is a flexible standard which allows a high degree of freedom by design but
has some difficulties for establishing the expectations about the distributions formats. Even
though the SDIs like INSPIRE suggest implementation restrictions in its Implementation
Guidance, metadata publishers do not always follow the best practices which makes the
automatic understanding of the metadata records more difficult.

First, the standard by itself does not enforce any controlled vocabulary such as MIME
Types [36] for declaring the formats. This means that the publishers are free to populate
that information however they want, making it difficult to automatically identify. This
makes the Content Drift analysis hard, but also prevents the metadata from being useful in
scenarios where the user wants to search records in a specific format because it cannot filter
by any keyword. The INSPIRE Implementation Guidance recommends using an gmx:Anchor
tag to declare the encoding format using a controlled vocabulary but most publishers prefer
to use the free text field. Besides, the relationship between the distributions and their
expected formats is not enforced by any means. The standard does not propose any kind of

“URI-to-Format” relationship mechanism. The number of declared types does not even have
to match the number of distributions. This prevents us from expecting any specific type
from a specific distribution. Finally, the data retrieved from the URI may not match the
declared format when the URI points to an intermediate medium, such as a web page or a
feed. This is a common practice in many public catalogues, spatial or not.
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4. Materials and Methods

To measure the presence of Reference Rot in Spatial Metadata Records and its distri-
bution links, we examined the records obtained from different Spatial Data Catalogues.
Specifically, we focused on the following questions:

1. What is the percentage of metadata records with curation issues related to Reference Rot?
2. What is the percentage of spatial resources inaccessible using their metadata records

due to Link Rot?
3. What is the percentage of spatial resources accessible using metadata records with

misleading format descriptions due to Content Drift?
4. What is the percentage of spatial resources with only indirect access (accessible through

intermediate third-party web sites)?

The ISO 19115 metadata records were harvested from service catalogues implementing
the OGC CSW standard [37]. The whole process involved the following steps:

1. Link extraction. Identify URIs that may give access to the reference resource in the
metadata record.

2. Format extraction. Identify distribution formats for returned representations according
to the metadata record.

3. Request phase. Perform HTTP requests using the extracted URIs and produce a prelim-
inary estimate of Link Rot.

4. Type Guessing phase. Analyze the successful HTTP responses, guess the format of the
returned representations, and produce a preliminary estimate of Content Drift.

5. False positives and false negatives removal. Identify potential Reference Rot false positives
and false negatives and manage them properly (see details in Section 4.5).

6. Metadata Reference Rot assessment. Evaluate the Reference Rot at Metadata level consider-
ing the Link Rot and Content Drift of all distributions.

7. Indirect Access Resource. Evaluate how many resources can only be accessed indirectly.

4.1. Metadata Harvesting

The first phase of the process began by obtaining the metadata records that would be
analyzed. These records were extracted from catalogues offering an OGC CSW endpoint
by using the operation GetRecords. This method is mandatory in OGC CSW compliant
catalogues. This operation allowed us to harvest all the metadata records in a given meta-
data schema. The requested output format was ISO 19115 XML. The retrieved metadata
records were stored for further processing.

4.2. Link and Format Extraction

Stored records were parsed to extract each potential distribution URI, all declared
distribution formats, and the date the metadata record was created.

The declared formats were located in the gmd:distributionFormat and gmx:Anchor
nodes. The gmd:distributionFormat contained a free text description while gmx:Anchor
contained an URI describing a controlled data type or data model specification. The
date, used to verify that the documents were recent and still relevant, was found in
gmd:dateStamp.

In order to fix the lack of a standard vocabulary to describe the distribution formats,
we developed a list of well-known synonyms and aliases for popular formats. In this
manner, we normalized them to a common internal limited list of keywords. For example,
ogc wms, web map service, and ogc:wms would all be mapped to wms. This list is based on
the most common keywords found in the metadata records. The process of obtaining the
list used in the experiment below is detailed in Section 4.7.3.

Some metadata records use keywords such as n.d. or unknown as a “declared” type.
We considered this to be equivalent to not declaring anything, so we ignored them, and in
the cases where they are the only “declared” type, we considered this metadata as if it had
not declared anything.
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4.3. Request Phase

In this phase, we performed an HTTP request to each extracted distribution URI.
Once the URI access was completed, the request status and the response body were stored for
further analysis. In request status we stored a specific code for each identified URI syntactic
problem, network failure or HTTP status code. The response body contains the HTTP raw
response content.

The results of this phase gave us a preliminary estimate of the number of distributions
affected by Link Rot as connection errors and unsuccessful HTTP response status codes
reveal potential Link Rot. Nevertheless, some errors may occur due to a temporary service
failure. For this reason, URIs that failed due to network or server problems were given a
two-day grace period to recover its service before a second attempt. This grace period was
based on similar Link Rot studies mentioned in Section 2.

Spatial resource sizes may vary from a few kilobytes to hundreds of megabytes. In this
phase, we decided to fetch only the first 5000 bytes of each response. This is because the type
guessing tool that we used in the next phase is based on Magic Number recognition [38].
This technique only requires a fraction of the file to detect its file signature and we have
found 5000 bytes enough for most cases. The details about how the type guessing tool
works and how it is affected by this 5000 bytes limit is explained in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.2.

4.4. Type Guessing Phase

In this phase, we analyzed the content of the HTTP responses for each distribution URI
using the tool Libmagic to guess its file format. Then we mapped the inferred file format to
our controlled vocabulary (see Section 4.2) so we could compare it with the list of expected
ones declared in the metadata.

Libmagic works with many supported data types (i.e., HTML, PDF, PNG). However,
for detecting more specific spatial domain formats (i.e., GML, GeoJSON, OGC WMS
Capabilities) we applied various strategies.

When the guessed format is XML, HTML, or plain text we first tried to parse them as
XML and, if successful, we looked for specific XML Nodes and XML Namespaces that denote
its type. We also tried to detect other known text patters that denote other spatial formats
such as GeoJSON. Finally, we tried to detect some common OGC Error messages that most
OGC Service implementations return. This is necessary and useful as explained in the next
Section 4.5.

Compression algorithms like ZIP allowed us to decompress the first bytes of a file
without having the whole content (stream decompression). This allowed Libmagic to detect
the magic number of a compressed file even when partially downloaded. However, if the
compressed archive contained more than one file, only the first ones could be detected.
For example, we can detect within a ZIP file a compressed ESRI Shape File using only the
first 5000 bytes if we decompress its content and find the header of a .shp file. However,
if the ZIP file contains other attached contents, such as a PDF documentation, that were
added before the Shape Files, the first bytes may only be enough to detect the attachments
but not the spatial files. Besides that, we took advantage of the fact that ZIP includes the
name of the files as plain text to look for specific file extensions in order to reinforce the
type detection.

In the cases where these strategies were not enough to detect the type of compressed
files, we marked them as “special cases” and addressed them in the next phase (see
Section 4.5.2).

The results of this phase can give us a preliminary estimation of how many distribu-
tions suffer from Content Drift when we compare them with the declared types extracted
in Section 4.2. We can directly compare these keywords because we used the same con-
trolled vocabulary.
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4.5. Spatial Specific Cases

In Section 3 we explained how a naive approach to Reference Rot measuring may report
wrong results for Spatial Metadata Catalogues. In this phase, we explain the methods used
to manage these situations.

4.5.1. Incomplete Service URIs

A common case of Link Rot false positives may happen when the distribution URI only
contains an OGC Web Service endpoint, missing some of the mandatory parameters. As
the OGC standard enforces implementation of at least a GetCapabilities function, we can
build a GetCapabities request to check the URIs we previously detected as OGC Errors in
the type guessing phase. Then, the new URIs were requested and guessed again.

4.5.2. Non-Matching Data Type Declarations

Content Drift false positives may happen when we cannot guarantee that there is an
issue even though the types do not match (when have “undecidable content”). These cases
must be individually identified so we can handle them correctly:

• Intermediate web HTML portals or Atom feeds. That is, Metadata declared gml and
distribution URI returned an html web page that may (or may not) contain a direct
link to the resource.

• Combinations of Web Services and compatible spatial data formats. That is, Metadata
declared wms and distribution URI returned a png.

• The distribution URI returned a compressed file whose content type we could not
guess. That is, distribution URI returned a compressed gml which was identified as
zip instead of gml.

• Any distribution whose type was guessed as xml, but we could not specify the schema.
This covers some marginal results like undetected OGC errors or other unsupported
formats where we cannot assure that they were not the expected result.

We have designed a strategy to detect pairs of declared and guessed data types that
may be correct. It is based on a list with a target type and their allowed potential matching
types. Table 1 shows the available cases and their respective decisions. The method makes
the decision of the first matching case, evaluating from top to bottom. It does not matter if
the target type is the declared or the guessed one. That is, the same rule matches a declared
gml with a guessed wfs service and a declared wfs service with a guessed gml, so the
same decision will be made for both.

Table 1. Decision Table.

Target Type Matching Type Decision

Any format Same format ok, No Content Drift
wfs gml ok, No Content Drift

feed or html Any format No direct access
wms jpeg, png, gif, tiff, svg, bmp, img, pdf, rss, kml or kmz Undecidable (service detected)
wms gml Undecidable (service detected)
wfs shp, geojson, kml or csv Undecidable (service detected)
wcs jpeg, png, gif, tiff, bmp, arcgrid Undecidable (service detected)

compressed May contain any format Undecidable (compr. detected)
xml wms, wfs, kml, gml or kmz Undecidable (xml detected)

None declared Any format No expectations
“unknown” Any format No expectations
Any format Different format Content Drift

It is worth highlighting the inclusion of the pair WMS-GML as an undecidable case. Even
though WMS is primarily an image service, it can serve GML via GetFeatureInfo method.
We did not consider declaring a WMS Service with a GML format good practice, but we
cannot say it is incorrect.
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4.5.3. Wrong OK Status

We already mentioned that some implementations of OGC Services wrongly returned
an HTTP OK status code even when the content suggests an error. We considered as wrong
OK status the situations where an OGC Error had been detected in the type guessing phase;
the HTTP status did not indicate the error; and the distribution had failed the retry with the
new GetCapabilities URI too. We also considered as wrong OK status the empty responses
that returned an HTTP OK status code.

4.6. Metadata Reference Rot Analysis

The previous analysis provides Reference Rot metrics per distribution URI. Neverthe-
less, each distribution represents a different way of obtaining the same resource described
in the metadata. This implies that the analysis for the whole metadata record must consider
not only the presence of individual issues, but also their joint effect.

Regarding the Link Rot, a degraded metadata record with at least one valid distribution
URI should still be able to somehow provide access to the described resource. The worst
case scenario happens when the resource is completely lost because all its distribution URIs
are broken.

Regarding the Content Drift, the scenarios are much more diverse. From the usability
and interoperability standpoints, a declared type that is not served in any distribution is far
worse than a distribution whose type was not correctly declared. That is because an “extra”
distribution whose type is not declared does not benefit from interoperability, but does
not mess up any expectations either. On the other hand, when a type was declared, we
expected to find at least one distribution serving that type. That is why we wanted to target
the declared types that were not served by any of the accessible distribution URIs.

We classified each metadata record based on the combination of metadata-wide Link
Rot and Content Drift analysis (see Figure 1). This allowed us to analyze the status of the
records and obtain a single overview of any metadata collection. The main categories are:

• Resource Found: The record has at least one directly accessible URI and its type is
correctly declared;

• No direct access: The record has at least one accessible URI but none of them provides
direct access to the resource;

• More data needed: Covers any of the scenarios explained in Section 4.5.2 where
the available information is not sufficient to give a robust answer about the status
of the metadata;

• Content Drift: None of the declared types match the types found in the accessed URIs;
• No expectations: The record does not declare any data type;
• Link Rot: All URIs are broken;
• Without Links: The resource has no URIs.

Metadata
record

Resource
found

No
metadata

decay

Some
metadata

decay

No
direct
access

Web
page

Web
feed

More
data

needed

Compressed
file

detected

Service
detected or

declared

XML
detected

Content
Drift

Expectation
failed

Only
unknown

declarations

No
expectations

Link
Rot

Wrong
OK

Status

HTTP
request

fail

Connection
fail

Without
links

Figure 1. Metadata Reference Rot Categories.
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Some categories are divided in subcategories to cover specific scenarios. The Resource
Found category is divided based on how many declared formats are available:

• No metadata decay: All declared formats are available in accessible distributions;
• Some metadata decay: Some, but not all, declared formats are available in accessible

distributions. It should be noted that this category cannot be applied to metadata
records with only one distribution.

The No direct access category specifies if the intermediate medium is:

• Web page: An HTML page that may contain an URI to the resource;
• Web feed: An Atom or RSS that may contain an URI to the resource.

The More data needed category contains:

• Compressed file detected: Some distribution served a compressed file whose content
could not be identified. This means that it may contain a resource that matches a
declared type;

• Service detected or declared: Some OGC Service is declared, and a compatible data
type is available in some distribution. It also includes the cases where a compatible
data type is declared, and the Service Capabilities is available in a distribution;

• XML detected: Some distribution served an XML file whose schema could not be
identified. This scenario covers the data types and schema that were not considered
when designing the experiment.

The Content Drift category is divided based on the cause of the mismatch:

• Only Unknown Declarations: None of the declared formats could be identified. This
happens when the text description is unrecognized or unclear;

• Expectation Failed: None of the accessible resources matches any of the identified
declared formats.

The Link Rot category is divided based on the error types:

• HTTP request fail: All URIs are broken but some obtained an HTTP error response
from the server;

• Connection fail: All URIs are broken and none of the succeed to connect to any server.

4.7. Experiment
4.7.1. Metadata Collection

For this experiment, we used 26 out of 35 officially registered INSPIRE Discovery
Services of EU and EFTA countries at INSPIRE Geoportal (https://inspire-geoportal.ec.
europa.eu/harvesting_status.html, accessed on 1 September 2021).

We chose these catalogues because they are curated and carefully maintained to comply
with the INSPIRE Directive, so they are expected to be of high quality. Nevertheless, some
of the listed catalogues were not included due to access problems or huge differences in
metadata policies denoted by the size of the catalogue or some other practices. One example
of these problematic cases is the Italian catalogue, which published as many metadata
records as all the other catalogues together. It also applied some practices that dramatically
distorted the results such as listing 7717 different metadata records that pointed to the same
OGC WMS service URI and not declaring it correctly. The selected catalogues are listed
in Table A1.

From the 26 catalogues harvested, the analysis found 18,054 metadata records from
different producers with a total of 22,738 different hyperlinks. The extraction process was
executed between 1 September and 3 September 2021.

4.7.2. Distribution Count and Temporal Perspective

As each metadata record can have zero, one or many distribution URIs, we analyzed
the number of distributions provided by each metadata record. The results can be seen
in Table 2. The most common case is a metadata record (28.64%) with one distribution
URI. Next, the second most common case is a metadata record (20.79%) with 7 distribution

https://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/harvesting_status.html
https://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu/harvesting_status.html
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URIs. This is because the Belgian Catalogue (Flanders) has over 3500 metadata records with
this characteristic. Then, we have 35.85% metadata records that have between 2 and 6;
and 10.16% that have 8 or more. There are also outliers. For instance, a metadata record
in the catalogue of Luxembourg Catalogue contains 422 distribution URIs. Finally, 4.56% of
metadata records have zero distributions.

Table 2. Distribution count on metadata records.

Distribution Count Count Rate

0 823 4.56%
1 5171 28.64%
2 3243 17.96%
3 1506 8.34%
4 832 4.61%
5 556 3.08%
6 335 1.86%
7 3754 20.79%

+7 1834 10.16%

By analyzing the date of the records, we see that most of them are recent; 91.99% of
records are less than 4 years old (2018 (3.58%), 2019 (7.55%), 2020 (21.68%), 2021 (59.19%)).
Less than 1.70% of metadata records were created more than 10 years ago.

4.7.3. Declared Data Types

As explained in Section 4.2, to establish a comparison between types we have asso-
ciated a set of uncontrolled natural language type definitions with a controlled keyword. By
taking the most common keywords found, we achieved a great coverage of all cases: less
than 1.5% of uncontrolled cases in type inference (see Table A2) and 11.13% of uncontrolled
cases (OTHER) in type declarations. Many of the uncontrolled types were not identified,
not only because of the diversity of the keywords to express the same format, but also
because of the generic or vague terms used. This issue could be solved if metadata pub-
lishers used the mechanism proposed by the Implementation Guidance. Some examples of
confusing declarations:

• “vettoriale” used 649 times in the Italian Catalogue;
• “aaa” used 178 times in the Danish Catalogue;
• “volgens afspraak” (according to appointment) used 101 times in the Danish Catalogue;
• “online” used 79 times in the Austrian Catalogue;
• In the British Catalogue: “geographic information system” (44 times), “paper” (32 times) and

“digital” (32 times). In total, the catalogue has more than 500 different text declarations.

5. Results

This section describes the results of the execution of the analysis process.

5.1. Link Rot

Table 3 shows the detailed response status code count for each unique distribution
URI. By unique, we mean that a URI that appears in two different metadata records is not
counted twice.

This reveals that only 89.59% of the distributions are accessible, while the remaining
10.41% suffers from Link Rot. The most common HTTP errors are 404 Not Found and
500 Server Error. The most common non-HTTP errors are Connection Error and Read
Timeout. 1.39% of the URIs returned an HTTP OK status code while the content of the
resource suggests an OGC Error (see Section 4.5.3).
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Table 3. Distribution URI status.

Code Type Status Family Status Count Ratio

Non-HTTP Errors (4.53%)

URL Error (0.13%)
Invalid URL 13 0.06%

Invalid Schema 15 0.07%

Connection Errors (4.38%)

Connect Timeout 29 0.13%

Read Timeout 717 3.15%

Connection Error 250 1.10%

Other Other connection exceptions 6 0.03%

HTTP Errors (4.49%)

5XX—Server Error (0.97%)

504—Gateway Timeout 1 0.00%

503—Service Unavailable 18 0.08%

502—Bad Gateway 13 0.06%

500—Internal Server Error 188 0.83%

4XX—Client Error (3.52%)

499—NGINX non-official error 10 0.04%

410—Gone 74 0.33%

406—Not acceptable 2 0.01%

405—Method not allowed 2 0.01%

404—Not Found 553 2.43%

403—Forbidden 33 0.15%

401—Unauthorized 49 0.22%

400—Bad Request 78 0.34%

HTTP OK (90.98%)
2XX—OK 200—Success 20,372 89.59%

Wrong OK status Wrong OK status 315 1.39%

As metadata records may have more than one distribution, we need to study how the
records are affected by Link Rot. The results show that only 74.84% of records have all its
links accessible, while the other 14.3% have some of them broken. The remaining 10.86%
do not provide access to any resource because: (1) 6.30% have all its URIs were broken
(5.37%) or had wrong OK status (0.93%), (2) 4.56% have no distributions. Those percentages
would be even higher if we decide to exclude the 5% records without distribution links
from the calculation.

5.2. Resource Types

Table 4 shows the distribution types obtained in the type guessing process. A more
detailed table can be found in Table A2. It only counts the resources that received an HTTP
OK status code, even though the process analyzed all responses for detecting false positives
(a total of 20,687 resources).

The second most common family is “Intermediate page” (20%), which represents
HTML pages as explained in Section 3. The “Undecidable” category consists of unguessable
compressed resources (1.72%), XML files with uncontrolled schema (0.21%) and other
unrecognized files (0.01%). The wrong OK status category adds up to 1.52% of the guessed
records combining the OGC Errors and the few empty responses. The rest of the data
types are, as expected, spatial datasets and services.
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Table 4. Resource types (overview).

Type Family Ratio

Vector data 35.02%
Intermediate page 20.52%
Portrayal service 18.14%

Download service 13.96%
Raster data and Coverage 4.59%

Document 3.19%
Undecidable 1.73%

Wrong OK status 1.52%
Process service 0.91%
Geodatabase 0.42%

5.3. Reference Rot Presence over Time

Figure 2 shows the presence of Link Rot and Content Drift over time, based on the dates
extracted from the metadata. The identified categories are the following:

• All Link Rot: The records have only broken distributions (including wrong OK status);
• Some Link Rot: The records have some broken distributions (including wrong OK

status);
• All Content Drift: All distributions are accessible, but none of its declared types

are served;
• With Issues: Some of the declared types are not served, or the records have some

undecidable distributions;
• Perfect: All distribution URIs are accessible, and all their declared types are served.

We can see that even the most recent ones have a considerable percentage of Reference
Rot issues. If we see the evolution of the Link Rot in the past 4 years, the records with
only broken links have decreased from 21.82% in 2018 to 2.13% in 2021. The overall
Link Rot presence also decreased form from 32.3% in 2018 to 17.27% in 2021. This agrees
with the related work that indicated that Link Rot risk is related to age of the document.
Another interesting conclusion is that the records from 2021 have dramatically improved
its accessibility, as 46.72% of them have neither broken links nor wrongly declared types
(perfect records), compared with the rest of the years where they have never surpassed
27.88%. We can also see a growing trend in the number of records offering distribution
URIs. The number of records with no distributions drops from 20% in 2010 to 1.08% in
2021. Finally, it is worth noticing that, in 2017, there are exceptionally good results. This
may be explained since there are only 330 records from 9 catalogues from this year.

2010 2015 2020

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000 No distributions
All LR

Some LR
All CD

With Issues
Perfect

2010 2015 2020
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 2. Reference Rot presence over time.

5.4. Metadata Wide Reference Rot

Figure 3 shows the metadata-wide Reference Rot categories we defined previously
in Section 4.6.
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No metadata decay (36.06%)

Some metadata decay (4.64%)

Compressed file detected (2.34%)

Service detected or declared (7.48%)

XML detected (0.43%)
Only unknown declarations (5.17%)

Expectation failed (1.04%)

Web page (11.80%)
Web feed (2.45%)

No expectations (17.74%)

HTTP request fail (2.14%)
Connection fail (3.23%)
Wrong OK status (0.92%)

Without Links (4.56%)

Resource Found (40.70%)

More data needed (10.25%)

Content Drift (6.21%)

No direct access (14.25%)

No expectations (17.74%)

Link Rot (6.29%)

Without Links (4.56%)

Figure 3. Metadata-wideReference Rot.

We can state that 40.70% of the metadata records offer some of their declared resource
types, with 36.06% offering all of them. This means that they have the highest degree
of interoperability and even an autonomous user agent can discover and access these
resources in the expected format just from the metadata record.

If we consider the metadata that may provide indirect access (14.25%) and the ones
that need more data to determine if they provide their resources (10.25%), which both
together add up to 24.5%, the best case scenario rises to a potential of 65.2% found records.
This means that only around 65% of the metadata records may provide at least one of their
declared types. The other 35% will be analyzed below.

4.56% of the records did not include any distribution hyperlink at all. This suggests
that the purpose of the metadata are not the public distribution of the resource. 17.74%
of the records did not declare any data types but offered at least one accessible hyperlink.
This makes it impossible to expect anything about the resources type.

The remaining 12.5% records belong to the proper Link Rot (6.29%) and Content Drift
(6.21%) phenomena extensively described in this article. Of the 6.29% of metadata records
with all their URIs broken: (1) 2.14% have at least one link that succeed to connect to a
server; (2) 3.23% have no links that succeed to connect to anything; and (3) 0.92% have at
least one link that received an HTTP OK status but whose content reveals a wrong OK status.
Of that 6.21% of metadata records affected by Content Drift: (1) 1.04% declared different
types than the ones served; and (2) 5.17% declared them in such a way that we could not
identify them.

Table A3 breaks down the results for each individual catalogue. This reveals that
each one has its own metadata practices and policies, and each strategy affects its data
accessibility differently.

For example, the Lettish Catalogue and the Belgian Catalogue (Wallonia) barely declared
any data types (81.25% and 99.05% of records, respectively). This prevents us from having
any expectations and suggests a lower interest on open data sharing than others. The
Bulgarian Catalogue has 81.25% of records with no declared type because most of the
metadata records declare unknown as the only distribution data type.

Some catalogues such as the Romanian Catalogue, the Belgian Catalogue (Federal) and
the Swiss Catalogue contain between 23% and 36% of records with zero distribution URIs,
which suggests a lower interest on data sharing too.

The catalogues with more broken records are the Belgian Catalogue (Brussels) and the
Polish Catalogue with 28.30% and 36.41%, respectively.

The Liechtensteiner Catalogue has the highest percentage of indirect access records (80%).
This is because it only contains 20 records, and 14 out of those 20 reference available HTML
pages. However, other catalogues like the Irish Catalogue, the British Catalogue or the Swiss
Catalogue also have a high percentage of non-directly accessible resources (between 43%
and 45%).
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The catalogues that have the highest percentages of well declared and accessible
resources usually follow the same patterns in most of their records.

• The Belgian Catalogue (Flanders), being the biggest collection, has around 4300 (of its
6648) records leading to wfs services declared as gml;

• The Lithuanian Catalogue mostly uses three resource types: wms, shp and gml;
• The Greek Catalogue only contains 80 records: All the accessible ones were wfs services

serving gml.

5.5. Indirect Access

Section 5.4 showed that at least 12% of the metadata records may only provide indirect
access to their resources thought an HTML Web Page. As each metadata record can only
receive one category, the percentage may be even higher.

We have studied specifically the presence of HTML web pages as distributions in
metadata. The results show that (1) 14.94% only point to HTML resources; (2) 16.77% point
to one or more HTML resources but also point to resources of a different type; (3) 63.73%
do not point to any HTML resource (this includes the 6.30% with metadata Link Rot from
Section 5.1), and (4) 4.56% have no distributions.

We can see that 31.37% of the metadata records have at least one HTML resource
linked. This situation may be sufficient for a human, but an autonomous user agent needs a
more sophisticated logic to browse those HTML pages and find the desired spatial resource
(if available).

6. Discussion

The SDI literature always highlights that a Spatial Catalogue is an essential component
for discovering and sharing datasets and services. In this study we have spotted some
issues that question the usefulness of the current status of catalogues for discovering and
accessing the spatial resources they describe.

We have found that metadata affected by Link Rot cannot give access to its resource.
This implies that the catalogues are advertising resources that they cannot provide. Even in
well curated catalogues with recent records, such as the ones analyzed in this article, more
than 10% of the distribution URIs were broken, resulting in more than 6% of the metadata
records having completely lost access to its resource. The amount of Link Rot presence
in the records of last years (2020–2021) suggests that the average life of some resources
is shorter than what we expected. We also appreciate a growing trend in Link Rot as the
metadata gets older. However, we cannot confirm that with a single time analysis (see
Section 7 for further details).

The results show that naive Link Rot checking is not enough due to the nature of the
spatial services reporting false positives and false negatives when the content is not considered.
The false positives could be fixed by using the full GetCapabilities URI instead of just
the endpoint as suggested in the Implementation Guidance. To fix the root cause of false
negatives, the affected OGC Service implementations should make use of the appropriate
HTTP response status codes. Even when they are not violating the OGC specification, they
are technically incorrect by standard composition as they work over HTTP protocol too.

It is also interesting to note the fact that 17% of the records did not declare any
resource type. This suggests that the publishers are not aware of its usefulness for discovery
purposes. Even if we assume that the 24.5% of No direct access and More data needed
records were declared correctly, it leaves us with 6.21% of records with no match or wrongly
declared types. Issues like these do not prevent access to resources, but they may affect
how they are consumed. This effect is more notorious when the user agent trying to access
the resource is not a human but an autonomous system such as a crawler.

About one third of the metadata records contained at least one HTML page as indirect
distribution medium while 17% have them exclusively. This extra layer of indirection
implies that the consumer must browse and discover the effective distribution URI (some-
times this is difficult when there is a lack of context). It also hides the final distribution URI
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status, so it may report Link Rot false negatives when the resource is down but the page is up.
Whether the link in the metadata link or the link in the intermediate medium fails, the link
will be broken. It also supposes an accessibility barrier for non-expert humans who access
the catalogue and automatic user agents.

In Section 3 we explained the way ISO 19115 declares its distributions. We pointed that
the freedom in its data model combined with the lack of good practices among metadata
publishers lead to an unpleasant experience when trying to discover, find and access spatial
resources. In Section 4.7.3, we saw the lack of consistent type declarations among some
published data. Declaring resource data types without a standard vocabulary makes it
difficult to search or filter resources in a specific format. In addition, not declaring the
format of each individual distribution makes it impossible to determine which is the one
we want or to assert that the content meets the expectations.

The Go FAIR principle A1 [39] describes "components involving manual human
intervention" as one of the accessibility barriers that an open service should avoid unless
strictly necessary (in cases regarding confidential information). Intermediate mediums fit
this description. They also highlight that, even when a resource is not freely accessible, it is
desirable that “a machine can automatically understand the requirements, and then either
automatically execute the requirements or alert the user to the requirements”.

The break down results showed that each organization interprets their own rules
and applies their own policies. A minimum degree of diversity is positive because it
allows each institution to adapt its own workflows, but an excess dramatically impacts
the data interoperability. When we compare the ISO 19115 standard with other metadata
standards, such as DCAT vocabulary, we can see how they made this information more
explicit. DCAT uses different distribution fields to identify whether the URI points to a
service (dcat:accessService), a direct link to a dataset (dcat:downloadURL), or a link to
an intermediate portal or web form that gives access to the resource (dcat:accessURL).
This helps to establish a solid expectation about the outcome of the distribution URI
and the way they are intended to be accessed. However, even using the model of DCAT,
publishers still apply their own practices ignoring the guidelines [35]. We consider the effort
worthwhile as it would dramatically increase the resources’ accessibility while facilitating
Reference Rot verification.

The reality of the web demonstrates that hyperlinks are never persistent. The spatial
catalogues, as document-centric systems, suffer from the same issues. Once a resource is
published or updated, there is no mechanism that enforces anyone to register or notify
the update to the catalogue. It is utopian to assume that metadata authors will always
be willing (or will be able) to maintain their metadata over time. To guarantee future
availability, we need to be aware of that risk and adopt some measurements.

One of the simplest but most effective solutions proposed to prevent Link Rot is to
do periodic link checking [6]. This approach is interesting when the checking process is
performed by the metadata owner so they can fix any issues the moment they are detected.
It also benefits from metadata records that facilitates automatic checking.

Historically, other authors proposed architectures to prevent Link Rot on the Web,
such as W3Objects [12] or Hyper-G [40], which tried to maintain referential integrity in
ultra-large-scale web-based systems.

Systems such as Handle [41] and its subsystem DOI [42] have taken the approach of
giving persistent identifiers (PID) to resources and providing resolving systems to locate
them. Other authors such as Klump et al. [43] discussed the relevance of giving DOI
identifiers to geoscience data. An advantage of PIDs is that they are compatible with the
architecture and the structure of the World Wide Web and can help to resolve the Link Rot
problem. The only requirement is the availability of a resolution system.

All the methods mentioned above aim to solve Reference Rot for immutable resources.
Several web archival systems have emerged to avoid Link Rot when web resources are
deleted and Content Drift when web resources evolve. We find good examples in projects
like the Wayback Machine of The Internet Archive [44] (nowadays, the largest web pages’
snapshot archive), The Memento Protocol [45] (a protocol for accessing web page snapshots
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compatible with the Wayback Machine, among others) and WebCite [46] (focused on
archiving academic related material). Some of these systems are based on web crawlers
while others rely entirely on the user requests. However, many of these systems are not
widely used, so relying on them, as third-party systems, may not be the best solution.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we have developed a methodology for detecting Reference Rot in Spatial
Metadata Catalogues that considers the content of the linked resources to improve the naive
Link Rot checking approach, and uses its type as an indicator of Content Drift. We have
applied this method over 26 officially registered INSPIRE Discovery Services. We have
shown that the distribution URIs of spatial metadata records, even in well curated metadata
collections, are affected by Reference Rot.

The presence of Reference Rot in the analyzed corpus suggests that it is necessary
to implement quality systems to prevent link decay. Automatic systems like the one
implemented in the European Data Portal, which uses the MQA methodology, may be a
good reference. However, we need to extend them to the spatial metadata domain and
its peculiarities. We could also use search tools to try to locate lost resources that have
been moved. Nevertheless, this work focuses more on detecting and notifying any issue to
metadata owners than automatically recovering from existing problems.

This leads to the second conclusion. Publishers need to make a greater effort to follow
the best practices and guidelines. The experiment has faced multiple challenges such as
identifying and interpreting the declared types or detecting incomplete OWS service URIs.
This reveals gaps in the usefulness of current metadata for tasks beyond description and
management, such as discovery and access to resources.

Further studies may perform this analysis over larger and less curated catalogues
to compare the results, expecting a lower quality. They may also consider the temporal
perspective of the Content Drift and the evolution of Link Rot over time. The Content Drift
has been evaluated by using the data type as the only indicator. Future works may check
more specific features such as: (1) if data are inside the declared bound box; or (2) if all
distributions represent the same spatial dataset. Repeating the experiment fetching the
whole response contents would increase the storage and time requirements but also the
quality of the type guessing. A more mature and robust spatial data type guessing tool could
also be implemented.

We want the spatial data community, and especially the stakeholders involved in the
administration of spatial data catalogues, to become aware of these issues. We look for
better spatial catalogues that allow humans and automatic user agents to discover, access
and re-use spatial resources. We believe that those are the building blocks for the spatial
information systems of the future.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Catalogues under study.

Country Count Internal Codename Discovery Service Title

AT 1160 Austrian Catalogue INSPIRE Suchdienst Österreich
BE 211 Belgian Catalogue (Wallonia) Service de découverte pour la Wallonie
BE 6648 Belgian Catalogue (Flanders) Metadata Vlaanderen CSW
BE 140 Belgian Catalogue (Federal) Federal Discovery Service
BE 106 Belgian Catalogue (Brussels) Geobru_inspire
BG 144 Bulgarian Catalogue Bulgarian INSPIRE Discovery Service
CH 120 Swiss Catalogue geocat.ch
CZ 342 Czech Catalogue Národní geoportál INSPIRE
DK 1086 Danish Catalogue Geodata-info søgetjeneste
EE 201 Estonian Catalogue Estonian INSPIRE Discovery Service
EL 80 Greek Catalogue Greek geospatial data catalogue
ES 527 Spanish Catalogue Spanish Official Catalogue of INSPIRE Dataset and Services
FI 1457 Finnish Catalogue Paikkatietohakemiston CSW-rajapinta
FR 250 French Catalogue Geocatalogue Catalogue Server Priority data
HR 310 Croatian Catalogue NIPP kataloška usluga
IE 93 Irish Catalogue Irish CSW
LI 20 Liechtensteiner Catalogue geocat.ch direct partners (LI)
LT 262 Lithuanian Catalogue GIS-Centras metadata catalogue
LU 364 Luxembourg Catalogue Luxemburg’s national official geoportal
LV 477 Lettish Catalogue Latvijas metadatu katalogs. G, DS
NL 565 Dutch Catalogue CSW Nationaal Georegister
PL 423 Polish Catalogue Geoportal—Polska Usługa Wyszukiwania INSPIRE
PT 1213 Portuguese Catalogue Direção-Geral do Território
RO 179 Romanian Catalogue Serviciul de căutare al geo-portalului INSPIRE al României
SI 183 Swedish Catalogue Inspire (SI) (Geodetska uprava RS)

UK 1495 British Catalogue GEMINI—CSW Server

Total 18,054

Appendix B

Table A2. Data types.

Type Name Count Ratio

Spatial Data Type (42.09%)

kml 5221 25.24%

shp 1093 5.28%

gml 665 3.21%

jpeg 452 2.18%

png 319 1.54%

geojson 233 1.13%

pdf 173 0.84%

text 128 0.62%

csv 107 0.52%

tiff 103 0.50%

geopackage 82 0.40%

netcdf 76 0.37%

mapinfo 31 0.15%

ole 10 0.05%
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Table A2. Cont.

Type Name Count Ratio

sgml 8 0.04%

geodatabase 4 0.02%

edigeo 2 0.01%

Spatial Service Type (28.51%)

wms 3752 18.14%

wfs 1956 9.46%

ows 138 0.67%

wcs 50 0.24%

wps 1 0.00%

Indirect Medium (25.94%)

html 4245 20.52%

atom 931 4.50%

metadata 190 0.92%

Undecidable Content (1.94%)

compressed 356 1.72%

xml 44 0.21%

OTHER 2 0.01%

Wrong OK status (1.52%)
OGC Error 307 1.48%

Empty response 8 0.00%

Appendix C

Table A3 shows the Metadata Reference Rot per catalogue.
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Table A3. Metadata-wide Reference Rot per Catalogue.

Catalogue Metadata Distrib. Found Link Rot Content Drift More Needed No Direct Ac. No Expect. No URIs

Luxembourg Catalogue 364 1424 61.81% 1.10% 1.37% 25.55% 9.62% 0.55% 0.00%
Swedish Catalogue 183 304 54.10% 2.19% 2.19% 0.55% 32.79% 0.00% 8.20%

Belgian Catalogue (Brussels) 106 223 31.13% 28.30% 3.77% 19.81% 7.55% 9.43% 0.00%
Danish Catalogue 1086 645 25.41% 17.96% 21.55% 9.48% 13.63% 9.48% 2.49%

Austrian Catalogue 1160 1357 29.48% 2.93% 8.88% 18.79% 19.05% 15.86% 5.00%
Lettish Catalogue 477 418 0.00% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 77.15% 11.74%
Czech Catalogue 342 458 9.06% 14.33% 11.99% 19.88% 12.87% 31.29% 0.58%

Romanian Catalogue 179 131 3.35% 17.88% 7.82% 5.03% 15.64% 27.37% 22.91%
Croatian Catalogue 310 374 0.65% 9.35% 5.81% 5.48% 33.87% 44.84% 0.00%

Greek Catalogue 80 44 65.00% 1.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 23.75% 10.00%
Bulgarian Catalogue 144 89 0.00% 6.94% 0.00% 1.39% 2.78% 81.25% 7.64%

Irish Catalogue 93 57 8.60% 15.05% 19.35% 38.71% 6.45% 11.83% 0.00%
Belgian Catalogue (Federal) 140 169 18.57% 2.86% 5.00% 15.00% 3.57% 19.29% 35.71%

Polish Catalogue 423 673 5.91% 36.41% 14.42% 4.49% 1.18% 37.59% 0.00%
British Catalogue 1495 1850 0.40% 3.21% 28.36% 2.34% 43.28% 22.41% 0.00%

Estonian Catalogue 201 297 31.34% 2.49% 1.99% 3.98% 14.43% 45.77% 0.00%
Belgian Catalogue (Flanders) 6648 8134 69.87% 0.21% 0.47% 10.74% 11.54% 1.43% 5.75%
Belgian Catalogue (Wallonia) 211 476 0.00% 0.47% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 99.05% 0.47%

Portuguese Catalogue 1213 1305 51.44% 16.49% 4.70% 20.03% 3.79% 0.00% 3.54%
French Catalogue 250 808 32.80% 6.00% 2.40% 31.60% 15.20% 10.80% 1.20%

Liechtensteiner Catalogue 20 19 5.00% 0.00% 5.00% 5.00% 80.00% 0.00% 5.00%
Swiss Catalogue 120 227 3.33% 5.83% 9.17% 0.00% 45.00% 6.67% 30.00%

Spanish Catalogue 527 942 32.45% 4.36% 1.90% 3.98% 15.56% 41.18% 0.57%
Lithuanian Catalogue 262 352 71.37% 0.00% 0.76% 22.90% 4.58% 0.00% 0.38%

Dutch Catalogue 565 720 22.30% 4.25% 4.78% 6.19% 7.26% 54.16% 1.06%
Finnish Catalogue 1457 1246 21.55% 12.77% 2.68% 3.23% 11.87% 42.48% 5.42%

Total 18,054 22,738 40.70% 6.29% 6.21% 10.25% 14.25% 17.74% 4.56%
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